
Building a global, student-led policy incubator, 

Bringing young people together with policy-makers and 

Giving them a voice in shaping the future of European and Transatlantic Relations: 

European Horizons' mission since 2015 

European Horizons is the very first credible initiative to establish a student-led policy incubator addressing some of the most pressing global issues of

our time. By giving a voice to students coming from three continents, it is our ambition to provide a comprehensive blueprint addressing the full range

of transatlantic and EU policy-related issues. Our interdisciplinary, non-partisan political approach is embedded in a wide range of initiatives,

bringing the content of European Horizons into the realm of policy-making, media and research. Conceived both as a physical and virtual space for

dialogue, our organization aims to guide the transatlantic debate by empowering the voice of the youth.

- Gabrielle Bernoville - Director of Public Relations and Communications

A groundbreaking method
European Horizons devises, tests, and advocates for innovative policy ideas to

advance European integration. We deliver our mission through:

- A global network of university and chapters engaged in collaborative projects

with political, public policy, civil society, and business organizations. 

- International events and conferences, inspiring and training our members

through projects that have discrete, tangible policy  outcomes. 

- Regular research projects on technical aspects of the EU Affairs, providing

members with new skill sets, knowledge, and connections. 
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Our Mission: Rethinking Youth Engagement and

Transatlantlic Relations Worldwide

European Horizons is a global, student-led policy incubator whose mission
is to give young people a voice in shaping the future of Europe and of
transatlantic relations. We want to achieve our mission by harnessing the
energy, idealism, and ambition of  young people and by empowering them
with the right tools, skill sets, and connections to influence our policy and
political institutions now and in the future. 

Years of tireless efforts and excellence since European
Horizons took shape at the Yale College, answering the aim
of a handful of students to grow interest in European affairs
in the United States. 
Throughout the years, European Horizons tiredly pursued its
mission and succeeded to create and maintain its own unique
European spirit by bringing people together from different
cultures, customs, countries and continents.

 

EUROPEAN HORIZONS IN NUMBER:EUROPEAN HORIZONS IN NUMBER:  

Network OverviewNetwork Overview

MEMBERSMEMBERS

CHAPTERSCHAPTERS

North-America: 33 Europe: 26 Asia: 4

EUROPEAN HORIZONS' ADVISORY BOARD
European Horizons is fortunate to count on the support and

advice of prominent decision-takers and public figures of the

Transatlantic Affairs:

OUR LATEST SUCCESS STORIES:

Two contributions to European Commission Public Consultations
Sep.20: Public Consultations on the New Competition Tool and
the Digital Services Act (DSA) and the ex-ante regulatory
instrument.
Dec.20: Public Consultation on Legal Migration.

Book on the theme of digital technology and European
integration, in conjunction with ASKO Stiftung Foundation. Flagship International Conferences 

- European Student Conference 
- European Horizons Policy Competition 
- Fall Policy Workshop 

More than 10 large scale conference and 25+
Events organized at the chapters level

https://www.facebook.com/europeanhorizons
https://twitter.com/euhorizons
https://www.instagram.com/europeanhorizons/?hl=en
https://www.europeanhorizons.org/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/european-horizons/

